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ㅉ᱑㔭㩌䋗⧅〞れ㚽䊕㤙䈓᱒ ᷉㪇ゑ 212 㸃㤙᷊㬨䄲㈎⤪㦂⭥䑏ⱁ㾱Ⱀ䐏䄜᱄㒎䄜Ⳟ㘇᷍ⶤ⤠㗦䎞䊻㋋䍚᱑㈑ェ⿏᱒᷉ 䈌 50 㾂㤙䈓䇱᷊᷍㏙⭹㤙㵉
⺞㈑⺇⿏⼮⹅⧭⪴㬣㋪⧷㿙ⳃ䍚᱄䎃㑞䐷䎟⥀⹅㉀䐏ヅ㩱⤜⫇䊻㑋᱄㦜ⱙ᷍ⳓⱜ㧝⺛㑃ⷀ⭩ⴈ㈑䊑㑷䁈䊛ⴈ㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕䑘㻐䋓ⳕⰵ䎃䐷᷉㦰㸋ⱟ䎀⤜⫇䊻
㑋⭥᷊㋕ⳉ᱄㬣㬖㩰᷍㰝㗨䐢㩺䇱㼁㵍㚠⢋ᷛ㸋ⷝ⼤⭥㪛』ⱙ㾎⮘㸥⿐᱃㪛㲍᱃㈎イ⼮㪈。㒍䈓᱄䁈㾄䁱㈠䎃䄜㸫㳃⭥⹅䔘㬳㦌㑇䄵ⶑⳕ䇔㚽䊕䓉䄖㏜䅇㼁䎀᱃
⭹㤙⫛⢎⼮ⴈ㈑䊑㑷㬇⭥㤊㌗᱄䄵⤜㵍⭹㤙᷉ ➃〚㲚⭹㤙᷍⤋媿⭻⭹㤙᷍⡒⤠᷊) ⭥⹅䔘㬳㸋䁱㈠〚⪂᷍㛋㤂⭥ⴈ㈑䊑㑷㬇䐅㘘㚽䊕䓋㾮⭥⧪⹇⤜㆗㆗䄡㎖䇻ゝ㭖
ェ⿏᷍䄡㎖䇻㑍ㅴ㪈。䓋㾮⼮㋶ヅ⺇⿏⭥ゐ⧪㛏᱄
关键词：ⴈ㈑䊑㑷ᷜ㈑ェ⿏ᷜ㚽䊕㈑ェ⿏ᷜⴈ㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕䑘㻐ᷜ㚽䊕䓋㾮ᷜ〞れ㚽䊕㒍䈓ᷜ㚽䊕䓋㾮⭥㈑ᷜ㈑ⳉ⺛䎟⥀
Abstract: In France, the Energy transition for the green growth law, voted in 2015, heralds a plan for the post-oil era and a step towards a new French energy model.
One of the actions already taken is the creation of "positive-energy regions for green growth" [territoires à énergie positive pour la croissance verte- TEPCV] (concerning
212 micro-regions), launched by the Ministry of Environment, Energy and the Sea. The same Ministry is on the other hand developing "Landscape Plans" [plans de
paysage] (concerning 50 micro-regions), which encourage regions to engage in sustainable development through landscape planning and projects. Connections
between both of these policy instruments are yet still inexistent. But the Landscape Architecture and Energy Chair of the Ecole nationale supérieure de paysage
of Versailles bet the opposite. Actually, it could bring to the same goal at least: harmonizing cultural, ecological, economic and social fields for a better living. The
studios driven at school on the subject stretch the reflection for energy professional stakeholders, regional representatives and landscapes architects. Based on
studios in different regions (Aquitaine region, Bourgogne region, North), young landscape architects demonstrate that succeeding in the energy transition relies not
only on a technologic plan but also on an integrating concept, linking social transition and spatial planning.
Key words: Landscape Architecture; Landscape Plans; Energy Landscape Plans; Landscape Architecture and Energy Chair; Energy Transition; Positive Energy
Territories ; Landscape of Energy Transition; Landscape French Policy;
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Cartographic approach of landscape and energy units
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Energy landscape plan for the Guye Valley (source :

Proposal of a perspective for a new village centrality at

Installation principle for a linear solar farm on slopes
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5-1

5.1- 5.2 ⺇⿏㵝⼮㵙㬴㵝ᷛ⮈⧂㼀⡜⹚㼌㸋⧨㬱㈑䔊⧪

5-2

Plan & perspective: an electric line conceived as a grid
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of urban landscape composition (source : Studio RTE
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2015-2016)
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হ䛺䃮᱕㐀Ჱ喠ᆞ㘷䕇䓴ा̸䒨⯵ᴾ⿸⮱䷻

Ⱋ℁ࣨࡧഌࡃ⮱Ƞ㒛λ⩌≨⣜ධใ⮱๔ጒ

ౝࡧ∂⮱㘪⎽䒙ಸ㑾㐉喑Вࣷ➦ݘౝ䕇䓴ᐭ

䒓ᓄВᑧ䄰喠ϑο⩟☤͚ᓰ㐅᱾Ꮁ⮱䓦㑅
喍ఫ

ࢯᰡღᭀᓄݝᣕᎬ喑Όᰡღᭀ㣤ᓄℾ䔶А㶕

ࣾহӰ䔈Ҭᓄࡃⴠ⛰᫆䔭ࢳܧट㝋झ⮱ࡼчȡ

2喎喠⩕ࣾᆂ㘪⎽҉➖⮱ᐼ䛺ᐭࣾ᱗ᐭ

হᒀౝᅲℾ⮱䉱䛾ᩜᠮȡ

Ⱋᴴ᭜ౕअ⩢〆⩕ज⩌ں㘪⎽ᡜڡ㥪ऻౝࡧȡ
ڣЃ 3 ͗ጒ҉ბλ 2016-2017 ᎡⱭᆂᐭ
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３．２ 景观规划实现能源节制的意义
㘪⎽㞯ݣ᭜䒙ಸ⮱䛺㺮㏱䘕ܳȡᰭႹ
⮱ᗲۢ᭜㠒ᘠᥳ㙞ᄦࡃⴠ⛰᫆⮱ӊ䊃喑ੜ̭
⮱䕁ᒱ᭜⩌ϔज⩌ں㘪⎽喠仃ٵ㺮⣝㘪⎽⊵
㕄ࡷۼȡ䔆̭ܴ䘪䄡ᬻγ喑̺ϲ᭜Й⮱⩌
ႅ⣜ධᓲ䶨ࣾᆂ喑Й⮱⩌≨ᐼΌ㺮䮼
ࣾᆂȡᔻᵤВহ䄽হ倅᩵⮱ᐼ⣝㘪⎽㞯
݆࣌ݣ喤ຯ҂ͧ䯱ᓰปᔄ㐆εߌ㘪হᒏᐼ喤
̭㝙ᗲ̸ۢ喑ᮜ㻯㻱̺ܿ᭜⩞⋢Ⰳγ
ᰶ㻱ܿθ䶦⮱⼸ᎼᲒ⣝⮱ȡᝬᅸᮜ㻯Ƞ≨
ߕᮜ㻯Ƞ͇ۉᮜ㻯Ƞ⼨ߕᕔᮜ㻯হ䖄ϔᮜ㻯喍㜗
♣হ᪴ࡃ喎喟ᰶ䔆ψ䘪ऄ㘪⎽㞯⮱ݣᒞ৺ȡ
ᮜ㻯䶦Ⱋᐼᄳ䔆ψ᪡वౕ⾧䬡ࡃᕊᘠ⮱䔋
䉜ᕔ͚喑जВ䕇䓴ᰡࡼ䄰Ƞᰡᰶ᩵হ㞯㏓⮱
ᐼ⣝ᰶ䔆ψ≨ߕ喍ఫ 5.1-5.2喎ȡጒ҉ბ
⮱䶦Ⱋ̻⩌ں㘪⎽ࣾᆂⰥڠ㖁喑ౕ㞯ݣ㘪⎽
Ҭ⩕䲏ܧγ䃥็ᐧ䃛ȡЙजВᠾ䔶ܧ
̭ψҸၽ喟
ࣾᆂ䒜䉕䓽䓀䭽ݣγ⻮უ䒓⮱Ҭ⩕喑╹
᱕ㄞෆᭀλज➖⩌⩕ݖ䉕⮱⩌ϔ喑䔅ᭀλក
䕇㘪⎽ᣏ㉏䌜喠
᱾͚ᓰ⮱䯳㏓ࡃ䭽ݣγጯពᑍ喑ᐧ䃫
⛰᱕ࢯࣷڣӈ☚ノ㑾喠⩞λౕ䩴হ⮱͇ۉϑ
ᣒั⮱ጯ䓦㑅⮱㘪⎽㻱ܿ喑ᒀౝ͇ۉহ䃫
ᓄࣾݝᆂ喑䭽ݣጯ౧䓽䓀喑呀ߞᐧ䃫⩟☤ࢯȠ
⩞Ꮜ☚ࣾ⩢⍖⮱ੳ৮చ㞧๔ḇȠ㘪⎽҉➖
হⰡ䨭ัȡ
ᰭऻ᭜̭ψₑݺጟ㏼݄ͫ⮱ݝᵵҸ喑ࢠ
䕇䓴Ҭ⩕๗䭠㘪ٶм⩢〆䭽⾧ݣ䬡⊵㕄喟ౕ
߰㞛す倅䕌݄䒓䒕䖀㏼䓴⮱ᆞಎ̷喑ᝃౕᓤ
㧆䛹ᬯᝃ 3UpDOSHVG $]XU ⮱ੳ৮చ㞧๔ḇ䛹ȡ

３．３ 农业和林业部门的关键作用

6

ጯ䓦㑅ࡧহۉ᱾⮱ⵁ⾣ౝࡧ喑䘪ᑧ䄰
γ͇ۉহ᳄͇䶳ഌౕ㘪⎽䒙ಸ͚⮱䛺㺮҉⩕ȡ

6 Thouarsais 㝊⫆⭥〞れ㚽䊕㝊⧂〇㵝᷉㎕䊕ᷛThouarsais
⹅䔘㬳᷍ⴈ㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕㾎。᷍ENSP᷍2014 - 2015᷊

ౕᮜ㻯䲏喑ۉℾൾ䕍হノ⤳⾧䬡⮱ڠ䩛䘕

Mapping of positive energy farm in the Thouarsais
countryside (source: Studio Pays Thouarsais, Landscape
architecture and energy chair, ENSP, 2014-2015)
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͇⩌ϔ⮱₸҆⩌➖䉕⩞ӈ㐆㘪⎽⩌ںФթ䨫
喍⩢㘪Ƞ☚㘪喎⮱䉱⎽喍᱕ᱽ喑ᰶᱧᏌᐰ➖喎
喍ఫ 7喎㏱ȡ̭ψۉℾ䔶᠖ᄳͨ㺮߈䯳͚
ݝ䔆ψ҉➖ϔ䛼̷喑⒉ౕ⮱ܧγ㘪⎽㜗
ͨᱰহ㇛丌ͨᱰ䬡⮱ᝅ⪒䔶᠖䬛䷅ȡᰭऻ喑
ۉℾহⰥౌڠౝᰶ㔲䕇䓴Ҭ⩕倅ࢸ㏬䌜Გ
㐡៑ЃЙౌౝ⮱ᐼ࣯̻ݝ㘪⎽䓽䓀͚ȡౕ
ጯᝃጯ䓦㑅ࡧഌ喑͇ۉऄݝੑ喑В䔈ڒ
Ꭳ䛺ड़ఋᩣ⩕ݖȠ䭵А䅏হࡧഌ⩌ᔮ႓⮱
㞜ᕔᓗ⣜喑⊵㕄ѳΌВο㶒⮱ᐼ⩌ϔ㘪⎽Ƞ
Ꮜ➖হ⾧䬡ȡ

３．４ 通过景观的做法的转型期社会接纳
䓱Ϸͧ喑ᮜ㻯๔䘕ܳᬣ䬡䘪᭜䲋ᩬᏉ
㏱㏴Ԋ៑В䷻߈⋎䒛ᱧͧͨ⮱ज⩌ں㘪⎽ᐭ
ࣾ⮱ጒڤȡᒏ⮱ᮜ㻯ጒ⼸∂⮱侞ߕ߈ٮ䃥
ᄳᮜ㻯䨥䔯λℾͨᄦ䄊⮱ጒڤȡᅑڣ᭜䔆̭
◦ᄦጒ҉ბᰭᰶड़ࣾ喟ЃЙጟ䛺ᐭᩫ͇̀
ϧธȠℾ䔶А㶕হᅲℾ䬡⮱ჹ亣⮱䓖䃧⩝ȡ
ЃЙ݈䕍͇̀⮱ܳࡧ⾧䬡喑⇎ᰶ⪼㼐䬛䷅̻䔶
᠖⮱ฺᱯᏓ喑Ⱕࣺౝ喑ЃЙܧᲒ⎽λᮜ㻯
䉌⮱ड़ࣾᕔᠴᄩ䦵喠ЃЙजВ䕇䓴呀ߞఫ
㼐㶕䓫⮱ᐧ䃛Ӱ䔈⤳㼐喑ϻ㔹⓭ࣾ㵹ߕ

᱈ȡ

႓ᵎ⮱ጒ҉ბ᭜ڤᰶ⳨ݺᕔ⮱喑θ᭜䔆ψ
䓖䃧℘ᬍ⪾䬛⇎ᰶ䃱Ф႓⩌ᐧ䃛⮱䉐Шȡ
ᒵᬻ᭫喑㘪⎽䬛䷅̻ព๔⮱⩌≨䬛䷅ᰶڠ喑㘪
⎽䬛䷅䕇䓴䷻ᮜచ᳄䶱喍ѼᝬȠ䓮⼨Ƞ≨ߕȠ
͇ۉȠ㜗♣হ᪴ࡃ䖄ϔ喑䔅ᰶ⩕䕁Ƞ᠕হ
᪴ࡃ㶕ᒮ喎ᓄВ䃕䃧Ꭳ㐆ܧ㻯◦喑㔹⇎ᰶ㷘
7
7 䎃䍦㵝䍚㬟㚟⤥⹊䇇㑕⭥ゝ㭖䊬䔘ゑ㡅㤙䈓㈑䇑㼍

Sheet example setting out the technical functioning of

႑⿸ͧϲϲᄳ۟⾮҉ͧⰛᴴ⮱ζ䃧⮱ᵥᓰȡ
ᄳ҉ͧڠ㈨⮱ᮜ㻯ŝ㒛λࣺᕊ⮱͚ᓰ喑⇎ᰶܳ

᷉ ㎕䊕ᷛ⤋媿⭻ ERDF ⹅䔘㬳᷍㬱䎓㪈㤙 Sud Cote

the wood supply chain and its incidences on the territory

ᐭ⮱ͨ䷅喑ฺᱯᕔᓄݝմ䃫ᎣᄳႰ㜗ጞ㒛λ

Chalonnaise᷍ⴈ㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕㾎。᷍ENSP᷍2015 -

landscape (source : Studio ERDF Burgundy, community

2016᷊

of communes Sud Côte Chalonnaise, Landscape

ᰡڤᐧ䃫ᕔ⮱䓖䃧͚ȡ䔆᭜̭౧䯳Ҁᮧᚔ⮱

architecture and energy chair, ENSP, 2015-2016)
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４ 结论：双重横向的关键社会挑战
Ąͧγ㘪⎽䒙ಸ⮱ᮜ㻯㻱ܿą᱙䏘ᄳ̺
чᰶШ҂䄰᪡Фթ喟ᅑڣ᭜ౕ∂ప喑̭ψϧ
чͧڣ㷘∂ᒸᴴ䃳⮱ᑞ◦㔹ᄦႰᙌ⅁ݝ亮ȡ
䞡λĄ䷻ᮜąহĄ㘪⎽䒙ಸą⮱ࣹ䛺ᕔ䉕喑
Ⴐѩͻ᭜ౕ㻱ܿ䲏х㞜䒪Ҁȡ
Ⴐ᭜ᄦ䄊ጒڤ喟ࢠҬᰭ݊⇎ᰶᒵສ⤳㼐
ᮜ㻯ͨ䷅䔆͗ắᔢ喑㐀Ό䃮ᬻᮜ㻯ͨ䷅᭜
㻱ܿহ㘪⎽䶳ഌ⮱ᰶ᩵⃢喑ᵃᖜౝȠڞڙ
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Simple instruments for sensitive evaluation of the power-

ビ⭆⹅㉀᷉㎕䊕ᷛAvelin-Gavrelle line RTE ⹅䔘㬳᷍ⴈ㈑

line tower in the landscape, based on Thales᱐s theorem

䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕㾎。᷍ENSP᷍2015 - 2016 ᷊

(source: Studio RTE Avelin-Gavrelle line, Landscape

Გ䄡喑ႰВᮜ㻯ͧധ喑᭜⒉ౕ⮱㐩वጒڤΌ

architecture and energy chair, ENSP, 2015-2016)
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1 Disconnected policies supporting
spatial planning and energy transition
In France, the development approach of
landscape plans has been tested for the past
25 years by professional practices in landscape
architecture. Landscape plans led the elected
representatives and their partners to think
landscape, to project their future landscape
environment in order to create desired landscapes
instead of imposed ones. They rely on a common
diagnostic, they identify quality landscape objectives
(like these expected in the European Landscape
Convention

ŗ

adopted in France in 2006), and

develop a programme of actions at intercommunal
scale which can lead to an incorporation in the
urbanism legislative framework (communal
or intercommunal) and to an operational way.
They have neither themselves regulatory nor
binding value, but are freely implemented by local
authorities, in general at intercommunal scales.
Initiated by the State since the beginning of
9-3

the 1990’s, landscape plans have been subject of
methodologic guides, published by the Ministry of

9-1

environment, energy and the Sea. Ř In 2014, within
the framework of a landscape policy relaunch,
the Ministry of environment, energy and the Sea
has reactivated the implementation of these plans
by a financial support granted to candidate local
authorities. After two calls of candidature launched
9.1 -9.3 䎌ⰵ⹅䔘㬳䔘㠘⭥㲷㔼ᷛ㈑㪉ェⳞⳉ⼮㡅⹅㉀
㋪䄵䊻㚽䊕䓋㾮⼮⹌㘒⤯䈌⭥⺞⧭䐱〒⭤䄜䐣᷉㎕䊕ᷛ
⹅䔘㬳 RTE Avelin-Gavrelle line᷍ⴈ㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕㾎。᷍
ENSP᷍2014-2015 ᷊

one year apart, landscape plans were generated for
DERXWÀIW\WHUULWRULHVLQ
Alongside, in the energy area, the Ministry

Debates about studio᱐s productions : landscape

supports since 2015 local authorities which have

architecture approach and its tools could favorise concert

been involved in the "positive energy territories

process on energy transition and the citizen involvement
(source : Studio RTE Avelin-Gavrelle line, Landscape
architecture and energy chair, ENSP, 2014-2015)
9-2
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for green growth", in order to enhance locally the
achievement of the objectives regarding energy
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transition and combating climate change, at
national, European and global scales. This leads
territories, also inter-communal bodies, to elaborate
their programme of action giving practical shape to
energy transition.
At the present time, both approaches, even
if emanating from the same Ministry, are not
linked. Landscapes plans, ignore or underestimate
the energy transition issue; TEPCV cumulate
disconnected actions, without ambition of
landscape coherence. Furthermore, both tools
are supported in an imbalanced way: 50 local
authorities receiving 30 000€ for each landscape
plans, and 212 local authorities receiving 500 000€
for each TEPCV.
It seems yet essential, in the French context,
to link thoroughly and on a renewable way
energy matters and landscape ones.

ř

Energy

landscape issue is not only about impacts of wind
turbines on a ridge or solar panels on rooftops.
This matter of impacts, a dramatically reducing
approach, is however dominant in France; it is
even institutionalized for 40 years by the Act of
10 July 1976 on the protection of nature, which
has instituted the "impact assessments". This
affects everything, both energy professional
stakeholders and landscape architects, both elected
representatives and citizens: all are trapped in
simplistic debates, unable to lead coherent and
accepted projects. In recent years, passionate
confrontations have taken place in French
countryside, catastrophically breaking the social

10

unity of villages, even full micro-regions, between
"pro" and "anti", around only wind turbine
project.

Ś

As if energy transition issue was reduced

10 ⫔㾮㈑ⴈ㑇㸱㔷〛᱃㚟䐫䐓㹐⼮㪛㹐䐫⹊㦩㪉⡙䐏ヅ

Mapping of landscape complementarity between large

⭥㈑⿆⤚㾵〇㵝᷉ ㎕䊕ᷛ⹅䔘㬳䐈 Thouarsais᷍ⴈ

wind turbines and wood-fired plant and biomass heating

㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕㾎。᷍ENSP᷍2014 - 2015 ᷊

plant (source : Studio Pays Thouarsais, Landscape

to the presence of wind turbines according to

architecture and energy chair, ENSP, 2014-2015)
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their impacts. As if landscape was a scene fixed

Three others studios undertake for 2016-

for eternity on which we could measure impacts

 LQ %XUJXQG\ 3D\V GX *UDQG $XWXQRLV

and judge of their acceptability. This simplistic

Saône-et-Loire), in a seaside area (Pays de Retz,

and inefficient way of thinking carry on prolife

Loire-Atlantique) and in the North of France

rate, inventing unsatisfactory extensions like

(Communauté de communes du canton de Fruges,

"countervailing measures" supposed to attenuate

Pas-de-Calais, supported by ENEDIS).

these famous damages.

Alongside, a working group has been set up
to build the methodology, gathering landscape

2 Emerging initiatives to think the
energy and landscape transition

architects and energy actors involved in energy

The Landscape architecture and energy chair,

landscape and energy chair of the ENSP, the Post

created in 2015 at the Higher National School

Petroleum Collective [collectif Paysages de l’Après-

of Landscape Architecture in Versailles [Ecole

Pétrole – PAP], the energy transition network,

nationale supérieure de paysage de Versailles

from which is coming the energy positive territory

ś

transition through their own structures : beside the

, strives to fundamentally renew

approach [le CLER], and the association which

landscape-energy links. Especially, it theorizes that

develops and promotes in particular a fossil fuel

landscape plan approaches could be the tools of

exit scenario [négaWatt].

– ENSP]

the energy transition implementation on territories.

landscape diversity is expressed. We could give
some examples from these studios already lead:
A edge of a river is given to browse and see
thanks to micro-hydro power plant,
A drawing of a wooded frame is revitalized
DQGUHTXDOLÀHGE\WKHVHWWLQJXSRI DPHWKDQLVDWLRQ
plant
A ridge is underlined by a windmill line set up
lightly downwards,
A edge of a village is drawing by a mutualised
PHWKDQLVDWLRQFHQWUH ÀJ 
Uncultivated dales are reopened by energy
crop development,
A railway line is received solar plants on its
ZHOOH[SRVHGVORSHV ÀJ 
Market gardening greenhouses are adapted to
be as well solar farms…
Then, asserting landscape diversity or even

It had initiated in 2015-2016 with its partners an

3 What we learn from these experiences

redialing it, recovering it or reinventing it, means

action-research project to this end on various

At least, already four lessons emerge from

preserve and increase the potential of renewable

territories:

WKHVHVÀUVWH[SHULPHQWV

A master thesis on the West peripheral area

resources in favour of the energy mix. Conversely,
by a virtuous circle, diversifying energy sources

of the city of Lyon (COL - communauté de l’ouest

3.1 The vir tuous circle of landscape

means asserting landscape diversity of a territory,

Lyonnais),

diversity and of energy mix

making the opportunity to read it and reinforce

A post-master studio on a rural territory in a

Landscape plan approach is always based

it (fig.4). Studies even expect that process can be

losing steam (Thouarsais, département des Deux-

on the acknowledgement of the diversity of the

combined: thus reinforcing the wooded frame for

)喑

environments, the terroirs, the landscapes, first

biomass needs increase the acceptable potential of

Another post-master studio in Burgundy,

cultural wealth of a territory (fig.1). This issue

windmill installation in the perceived landscape.

on a Heritage rural territory (Communauté de

of diversity takes a major importance with the

In this way, landscape approach renews

communes Sud Côte Chalonnaise, supported by a

energy transition. Energy transition anchorage on

perspectives of renewable energy development:

partnership ENSP-ENEDIS Ŝ ),

territories by landscape invite to expand the range

contrary to what we might think a priori, it

RI VROXWLRQVE\DGMXVWLQJWKHPÀQHO\WRPLFURORFDO

invites to develop local projects, diversified and

Sèvres

A workshop, implemented in the Pré-Alpes
d’Azur Regional Nature Park (Alpes Maritimes),

potentialities linked with this reconsidered diversity.

of moderate size, more easily promoted and

where the objective was to revitalize the left behind

The more landscape diversity there is, the more

appropriated by elected representatives and local

area thanks to a substation linked on renewable

the energy mix can be materialized on local scale.

population than big plants deterritorialized and

energies.

The more the energy mix is materialized, the more

positioned outside of the living environment.
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POTENTIEL D’ÉNERGIE
Déchets organiques générés par les
centres urbains

Toutes activités agricoles (lisiers,
toiture de bâtiments, biomasse,...)

INTENTIONS DE PROJET
Réactiver les vallons enfrichés

Créer des liaisons de qualité entre les
espaces urbains et leurs lisières

Boisements

Aménager des mobilités douces

Créer des lisières urbaines
énergétiques

Epaissir la trame verte

Encourager la transition énergétique
support de l’activité agricole

Biomasse à développer

FRANCH
FRA
NCHEVI
NCH
EVILLE
EVI
LLE

CRAPON
CRAPON
PONNE
NE

VAUGNE
VAU
GNERAY
GNE
RAY

BRINDA
BRI
NDAS
NDA
S

Zoom réactivation des vallons
Zoom lisières énergétiques

CHAPON
CHA
PONOST
PON
OST

YZERON
YZE
RON

MESSIM
MES
SIMY
SIM
Y
Zoom coteaux photovoltaïques

THURIN
THU
RINS
RIN
S

SOUCIE
SOU
CIEU
CIE
U EN
EN JJARR
ARREST
ARR
EST

BRIGNA
BRI
GNAIS
GNA
IS

11

consumption (scenario négaWatt). All this to say

of planning. Housing landscapes, landscapes

3.2 The sense of landscape plan to achieve

that not only our living environment must evolve,

of activities, agricultural landscapes, landscapes

energy sobriety

but with it, our way of life. How could be achieve

of mobilities and heritage landscapes (natural

Energy sobriety is an essential component of

the energy sobriety principle in a harmonic and

and cultural): all of these are affected by energy

the transition. The most completed scenario are

HIÀFLHQWZD\RQWHUULWRULHV"+RZWRJLYHVHQVHDQG

sobriety. Landscape project approach, combining

considering that the exit of fossil fuel dependency

forms to that vast ambition?

them in a same coherence of spatialized thinking,

could exist by the only way of renewable energy

In general, landscape plan is not achieved

could materialize all these actions not only in a

SURGXFWLRQLWFRQVLVWVÀUVWO\E\KDOYLQJRXUHQHUJ\

by a programme of action covering all matters

KDUPRQL]LQJZD\EXWDOVRLQDPRUHHIÀFLHQWDQG

11 䊻㏐➛⧨㹘⤠⢀䊖㝥㪄㚽䊕㈑⺇⿏㾈⺜᷉ ㎕䊕ᷛ㵉

Extract of energy landscape plan on the west edge

⺞ⴈ㈑䊑㑷⹅⧭㬖㻷㚽䊕䓋㾮᷍㎸㗸 Serris 㯗㬠㔼㸥᷍

of Lyon city (source : "energy transition by landscape

Syndicat de l'Ouest Lyonnais᷍ⴈ㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕㾎。᷍

architecture project", Rémi Serris master᱐s thesis,

ENSP᷍2015 – 2016᷊

Syndicat de l'Ouest Lyonnais, Landscape architecture
and energy chair, ENSP, 2015-2016)
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WKULIWLHUZD\ ÀJDQGÀJ 3URMHFWVRIIHULQJ

renewable value chains (electricity, heat). Some

connected to enlarged life issues, through the

in the studios associate to renewable development

farmers make the selection to concentrate their

intervention of landscape architecture (housing,

multiples proposals for action in favor of sobriety.

activity on these new crop production, potentially

mobilities, activities, agriculture, natural and cultural

We could pick out some examples:

raising questions on strategic choices between

heritages, but also uses, appropriations and cultural

'HYHORSPHQWRI VRIWWUDIÀFVOLPLWLQJSULYDWH

energy autonomy and food sovereignty. Finally,

representations) could be discussed and put into

car usage, supporting by a net of hedgerows to an

farmers and concerned landowners participate to

perspective, without being isolated and becoming

easily exploitable biomass production, or permitting

energy transportation by maintaining their plots

bones of contention as a merely conflict object.

a path of energy discovery,

under high voltage lines. In an urban or peri-

Placing landscape as relation

Intensification of a village center limiting

urban situation, agriculture is called to enter and

UHÁHFWLRQZLWKRXWVHSDUDWHGWRSLFVWKHFRPSOH[LW\

XUEDQVSUDZOVXSSRUWLQJWKHVHWXSRI ZRRGÀUHG

redial virtuous circle for recycling, metabolism and

is assumed and put itself at the service of more

plant and its heating network,

territorial ecology, consuming but also producing

constructive debates. That is the gamble of

energy, waste, space in complementary ways.

collective intelligence.

to energy planning of urban edges in the interface

3.4 Social acceptance of the transition by

town/ agriculture, welcoming a methanisation

landscape approach

4 Conclusion: a double transversality
crucial societal challenges

Promotion for a local ag ricultural and

ŝ

at the heart of

amenities limiting market transportations, thanks

To date, landscape has most of the time

A “landscape plan for energy transition”

EHHQ EUDQGLVKHG E\ 1*2·V DV D SURWHFWLRQ WRRO

will not have itself any regulating value: it

Lastly, these examples have been evocated

against renewable energy development, primarily

could discourage to some people its weakness,

before, limiting space consumption while allowing

wind turbines. Making a driving force of the

particularly in a French context, marked by laws. In

solar photovoltaic plant: on the slopes of the

landscape project approach permits to mould it

this transversal nature doubly transversal, given by

7*9UDLOZD\LQ%XUJXQG\RURQPDUNHWJDUGHQLQJ

into an instrument for the democratic dialogue.

“landscape” and “energy transition”, it appears as

greenhouses in the Monts du Lyonnais or in the

It is on that point especially that studios were

vector of virtue in planning terms:

Préalpes d’Azur.

the most enlightening: they have reopened and

It is a dialogue instrument: the landscape

have made rich and fertile debates possible,

subject, even if not really well understanding at

3.3 Key roles of agriculture and forestry

involving professionals, elected representatives and

the beginning, is proving to be an effective means

sector

inhabitants. They created spaces for professional

to gather planning and energy sectors, each one

plant, market gardening greenhouses warming by
cogeneration, energy crop and direct point of sell.

Studied territories, both peri-urban or rural,

decompartmentalisation; they have not evacuated

ignoring the other at the meeting points of energy,

well highlight the major role that agricultural and

the complexity of the issues and choices but rather

habitats, public and private spaces, economic

forestry areas have to play in energy transition. In

the contrary, they made enlightening guidelines

and touristic activities, culture and ecolog y,

terms of landscape, farmers shape and manage

from the landscape ambition; they have facilitated

transportations and mobilities;

the essential part of space. They also have the

understanding of the proposals by g raphic

It is a full- instr ument for democratic

dominant part of necessary areas for developing

representations encouraging then the desire to act.

dialogue: as in all fields, energy transition is

renewable energy, on the ground and on farm

With these school studios on a forward-looking

carrying a technical dimension which could harm

EXLOGLQJV ÀJ )XUWKHUPRUHWKHUHVLGXDOELRPDVV

character, these debates are doubtless by the fact

to democratic dialogue if is excluded “non expert”

of agricultural production constitutes a resource

they cover student proposals with no obligation

SDUWLFLSDWLRQ ÀJ $VDFRXQWHUSRLQWODQGVFDSH

(wood, organic wastes) (fig.7) to feed energy

assessments. It is obvious that energy issues,

is not an excessively specialist subject: each one
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has the capacity to express him/herself on it.

specificity of this professional field was at the

de l᱐électricité), founding partner.

Even if sensitive dimensions could frighten at the

end recognized during summer of 2016, with

ENEDIS, previously ERDF : French public organization for

beginning: at Descartes’s country, where reason

the enactment to the Law of the 8th August

energy distribution.

is queen, French people do not have the culture

2016 for the recovery of biodiversity, nature and

for sensible expression; the wedding of these two

landscapes. Ş Landscape plans for energy transition

concepts transversals and complementarity could

will provide an opportunity, beyond titles and

EHWKHRULJLQRI DGLDORJXHPRUHIHUWLOH ÀJ 

recognitions, to put as a main societal concern this

9.2. & 9.3.).

professional field of public interest, amongst the

It is a decision making political instrument:
for the elected representative, it is potentially a

most crucial and strategic ones: these of energy

ᴿ ENEDIS᷍䄵㣑㬨 ERDFᷛ䋑㚽䊕㞅⭥ⳉ⺛⹌䐻䔊䐐᱄

ᵀⴈ㈑䔘㸋㻖᷍⤏㲹㎝  ⴑ㎝᷍⭹㗓⡒㸔 21 Ⱙ (2012 㛋 )᷍
⺛㑃ⷀ⭩ⴈ㈑䊑㑷䁈䊛⨗⟇㪈
"Le paysage comme relation", Bertrand Folléa, Les Carnets
du paysage n

° 21 (2012), Actes Sud et Ecole nationale

supérieure du paysage
ᵁ ⭻ 174 ⼦ⳉ㔪° 2016 㛋 8 䊣 8 㦶 2016-1087 ㋉㯪㪛㹐ⱁ
䂚㾵᱃䓵㦜⼮㈑ᷛ᱑䐜䇱㋪㬚䇤᱗㪉ェ䎀᱘䊻㾱㬚䓉䄖
䁈㸜ⳗ㸈᷍⨗㉀㦰㋪⭥㞁䁖〛⹚⭥㳖ミ᷍㵉⺞⺇Ⰹ⭥⧮Ⳅ
㾵䐫⭥㉀㳆㞁䁖㸥⿐᱃㋧䁈⼮ゝ㭖㪉ェ㈑᱒᱄
Article 174 de la LOI n° 2016-1087 du 8 août 2016 pour la

transition and green growth.

reconquête de la biodiversité, de la nature et des paysages

synthesis tool, it is all the more legitimate that it is

: "Seuls peuvent utiliser le titre « paysagistes concepteurs »,
dans le cadre de leur exercice professionnel, les personnes

based on landscape, including a cultural common,
crossing economic, social and environmental. A
tool for materialized sustainable development
principles, but also with the strategic force of
the energy issues, leading by national European,
and worldwide ambitions, which do not have the
ODQGVFDSHHQHUJ\LVVXH ÀJ 
It is a complete tool: it concerns all space,

Notes:

titulaires d'un diplôme, délivré par un établissement de

ᴺ㝘䐿㈑⹌䊝ⰵⴈ㈑䊑㑷⭥䊝Ⰹ 䊻 2000 㛋ⳃ⢎᱄

formation agréé dans des conditions fixées par voie

The European Landscape Convention Convention

réglementaire, sanctionnant une formation spécifique de

européenne du paysage was launch in 2000.

caractère culturel, scientifique et technique à la conception

ᴻ᱑䐙⭝ェ⿏⭥⭹㗓᱃㻽䍣⼮⼰㵍᱒᷍⤏㲹㎝ⴑ㎝᷉Bertrand

paysagère".

Follea᷊᷍㦌⺛㵢⭹㤆㰄⼮㈔㸐䊒。᷍2001 㛋᷍᱑㈑
⭥ェ⿏㌓ソ㚻⤪㦂㾱Ⱀᷛ㪛㘝᱃㪛㲍᱃㋪⧷㿙ⳃ䍚䈌㚽䊕᱒᷍
2015᱄
"Guide des plans de paysage, des chartes et des
contrats", Bertrand Folléa, Ministère de l᱐aménagement
du territoire et de l᱐environnement, 2001 ; "Le plan de

all scales, and all planning techniques; it finds
H[WHQVLRQVERWKLQWKHUHJXODWRU\ÀHOGWKDQLQWKH
operational way.
At least it is an innovant instrument: it does
not confiscate debates on spatial planning and

paysage : agir pour le cadre de vie", Ministère de l'écologie,
du développement durable et de l'énergie, 2015
ᴼ ➣⭹㏜㕔⧹⼮㧑る㯚᷉Odile Marcel and Régis Ambroise᷊᷍
䎜䐯㈑᷍2015 㛋᱄CLM ⨗⟇㪈᱄
Odile Marcel and Régis Ambroise, Aménager Les Paysages
de L᱐après-Pétrole, CLM editions, 2015.
ᴽ ➃ ㎝ 㚪 ⫐᷉Alain Nadaï᷊᷍᱑ ⺇ ⿏ ᱒᷍᱑ 䁂 䐘 ᱒ ⼮

energy but aim the goal to get it on the table. It is

᱑ⴈ㚽䊻⭒⭹⭥ㅴ㚪ᷛ䄜㾊ⳉ⺛➙㏞᱒᷍2007 㛋᷍http://

QRWRQO\VFLHQWLÀFDQGWHFKQLTXHEXWDOVRVHQVLEOH

dx.doi.org.sci-hub.ac/10.1016/j.enpol.2006.12.003᱄
Alain Nadaï, ᱑Planning᱒, ᱑siting᱒ and the Local

and cultural. It facilitates contradictory issue

Acceptance of Wind Power: Some Lessons from the

resolution by proposing value which transcend the

French Case,᱒ 2007, http://dx.doi.org.sci-hub.ac/10.1016/

private interests of shareholders and operate the

ᴾⴈ㈑䊑㑷⼮㚽䊕㾎。䊻ⳉ⺛ⳓⱜ㧝⺛㑃ⷀ⭩䊑㑷䁈䊛䇪

V\QWKHVLV ÀJ 

㧜ⷒ㑶  㔿䁦ⱜ᷉Ségolène Royal᷊⪕㑃᷍㈔⼮㚽䊕⤠᷍

If these forward-looking approaches by
landscape plans for the energy transition proved
themselves, and if the Ministry of environment,
energy and the Sea validate and support this
innovative approach, a huge undertaking will be
opened to landscape architects. In France, the

j.enpol.2006.12.003.

2015 㛋 4 䊣 7 㦶᱄ 䇪 䁈 㾄 㾄 ⧅ 㸥 㩎 㲹  㠅 㸥 㵝 (Vincent
Piveteau) 䋑᷍⤏㲹㎝ⴑ㎝᷉Bertrand Follea᷊㏎᱄Rte
䔘㸋⪕㬝⼰【㦬㳂⹊䐈⧷᱄
The landscape architecture and energy chair was installed
at the Higher National School of Landscape Architecture
at Versailles by Ségolène Royal, Ministry of environment
and energy fields, on 2015, April 07th. The school principal,
Vincent Piveteau, put in charge Bertrand Folléa to manage
it. The chair is supported by Rte (Réseau pour le transport
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